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Abstract
Irfan(the Muslim word for mysticism) literally means knowledge and cognition. So, cognition is thecommon
denominator of all mysticisms. Based on mysticism (Irfan),truth can be achieved through heart discoveryand
intuition. Mystics prefer theknowledge gained through heartdiscovery and intuition to rational proofs. They
believesthat cognition can be gained through the inner eye after the mystic passes and masters various spiritual
phases. The result of such cognition would be the opening of the Gate of Heaven Kingdom and the Sphere of Unity to
the heart of the mystic. Such cognition is based on Quran, which is the source of sharia as a rich original Islamic
source.
Keywords: Holy Quran, Islamic mysticism, infelt cognition, discover and intuition.

1. Introduction
Epistemology is a branch of philosophy that dealswith what the knowledge isand the ways to get
it.Maarifa(cognition) literally means cognition and knowledge,علَی ِه فَ َع َرفَ ُهم
َ ( فدخلواYousef, 58) [they came
in, Yousef recognized them]. In Raghib’s Dictionary of Terms (AL-Mufradat), it is defined as: Maarifa
(cognition) and Irfan (mysticism) aim at the identification and knowledge of an object through thinking
and contemplating on its effects. Therefore, this is considered as aspecial kind of knowledge.
Generally, the earliest traces of epistemological thinking are observed in the Upanishads written around
the eighth century BC. The main characteristic of such knowledge is that it emphasizes moreon theinner
world than the materialworld outside. So, knowledge initiated begins with the understandingof theinner
world,then it turns to the world of phenomena.
Based on mysticism (Irfan), truth can be achieved through heart discovery and intuition and after going
through certain spiritual phases. Mystics prefer the knowledge gained through heart discovery and
intuition to rational proofs.They believesthat cognition can be gained through the inner eye after the
mystic passes and masters various spiritual phases. In the beginning of the sixth century After Hegira,Einul-Qozat discussed some points on cognition (Maarifa).Then in the subsequent centuries, Ibn- al-Arabi
andhis commentators and other famous mystics seriously discussed such points. In the introductionto
Zubdat-ul-Haqayeq (Synopsis of Truths), Ein-ul-Qozat said that his writings dealt with ideological
principles and rational doctrine of Islamic beliefs because of the friends’ insistence but he had written
Zubdat-ul-Haqayeq after his mastery over the intuitive and infelt cognition.
In the book, he explains the ideological principals especially the nubuwat (prophet hood) based on infelt
cognition. He maintains that such principals cannotbe well expressed through words. Ibn al-Arabi
presented two ways to achieve knowledge and cognition:one the rational faculty and the other spiritual
enterprise and divine assistance. According to theIslamic mysticism, the real cognition results from heart
discovery and intuition. Such a knowledge is preferred to rational knowledge. This kind of cognition is
achieved because of religious service, worship, and following God’s commands. Thelanguage in which
the Holy Quran uses the word ‘heart’ is the same as what it is used in mysticism,that is, a containerfor the
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knowledge not based on rational thinking and sense experience. In the Holy Quran we read: الرو ُح
ُ نََ َّز َل ِب ِه
ُ
".ک
(Showra, 193)[Gabriel, The Honest Soul, revealed itto your heart]. In this verse, certainly,
َ ِاالمین عَلی قَلب
the Quran is revealedto the prophet’s heart as the center of his cognition and spirituality, not on his mind
and thinking.
The origin of the Mystical Cognition
The origin of the illumination and intuition is Quran. This was presented as a hadith in the second century
AH. Andentered thediscussions in theIslamic mysticism and Sufism as لقاء هللا.(Liqa Allah literally
ُ ب اَ ِرنی اُن
meaning meeting God).Quran mentions some cases such as the Moses requesting God as: ظ ْر
ِ "ر
َ
"( اِلیکAraf, 143) [O’ God, reveal Thyself to me, I want to see Thee] or "ٌهاناظرة
ِ
ِ "وجوهٌ یَومئ ٍذ
ُ (Alِناضرة ٌ الی َرب
Ghiamah, 22-23), (some faces are cheerful, while they look at theirLord). In the verses related to the
Prophet’s Ascension to Heaven, the vision of God in the world is explicitly expressed: ب ْالفُ َؤادُ َما َرأَى
َ َ" َما َكذ
َ  َما زَ ا، السد َْرة َ َما یَ ْغشَى
ص ُر َو َما
ِ  إِ ْذ یَ ْغشَى،  ِعندَهَا َجنَّةُ ْال َمأ ْ َوى،  ِعندَ ِسد َْرةِ ْال ُم ْنتَ َهى،  َولَقَ ْد َرآهُ ن َْزلَةً أ ُ ْخ َرى،علَى َما یَ َرى
ُ  أَفَت ُ َم،"
َ ُارونَه
َ َغ ْالب
َ (Najm, 11-17).
(”.طغَى
In addition, in verse االرض
تو
ی
ِ سموا
ِ
َ ابراهیم َملَکوتَ ال
َ
َ ( "کَذلک نُ ِرAnam, 75) [Also, we showedAbraham the
Kingdom of Angels on the Heaven and Earth]. Besides, such as: ت و
ی
ِ سموا
َ ابراهیم َملَکوتَ ال
َ
َ "کَذلک نُ ِر
("(االرضHaj,
8) [Some people argue with without knowledge and guidance and books]. As an
ِ
interpretation of the verse, JavadiAmolistates:
This blessed verse criticizes those who dispute over God without knowledge. They do not draw on
wisdom, nor on mysticism nor on Revelation that is presented in the Book of God. Besides, this verse,
introduces sources of knowledge and cognition.
Withinvestigating this verse, it follows that there are four ways to get knowledge:
1. Sense which is available for everyone,
2. Reason which some people can get,
3. Refinement and purification of the heart that belongs to the mystic intuition,
4. Quran and the revelation that the Divine Prophets present. (JavadiAmoli, 2008; 161).

3. Cognition in Mysticism
Mysticism is based on discovery and sensing through heart accompanied byspiritual journey, tolerance of
austerity. In mysticism, the most important way to know the truth is the heart. It is capable of receiving
the hidden mysteries. It can be a container to the spiritual manifestations and meanings. It must be noted
that when the heart experienced difficulties and follows God’s commands, it will be made ready to
receive the truths. As a definition of mystic knowledge, Gheisari believes that the mystic knowledge
refers to the knowledge of the unseen and the real meaning behind the veil or in the presence of all senses
(Gheisari, 2002; 33).
The knowledge and the ways to get are based on the heart infelt cognition. In other words, there is a way
beyond the mind, sense and even prophets’ Revelations by which a mystic canget the pure truths without
any mediation. Such knowledge can be obtained throughthe heart without reliance on mind and
reasoning, and there is no mediator between human and God. According to Abol-HosseinNouri, mind
cannot go through such away. Shams –ul-din Mohammad Lahiji stated that: since the real knowledge
cannot be achieved through means and reasoning, put away the mind…because the Light of the Truth will
remove the apparent world, and the mind cannot understand the pure reality through thinking reasoning
(Lahiji, 2010; 81).
In the school of Illumination, the Purity of the Inner Self and the purification of the heartare considered as
the essential means to know and achieve the truth. In this way, human can get the truth through the Inner
Self. In other words, knowledge and discovery in mysticism refer to experiencing thereality through heart
after passing difficulties (Ebrahimian, 2008; 20).
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NosratollahForouharregards Maarifa (knowledge) asundefinable andinfelt. He believes thatthe
availabledefinitions are the definitions of epistemology (science of cognition) not the definition of
cognition itself. He divides epistemology in some categories: epistemology, knowledge of science,
knowledge of - knowledge, and cognition of cognition ((Forouhar, 2007; 226).
He considers the latter as the most perfect kind of knowledge quoting Najm-ul-DinRazi as saying that in
my belief cognition is to know God’s attributes and existence.Razi makes his conclusion based on the
Divine hadith saying ف
«فأَح َببتُ ا ُ ْن. (I liked to be known). He classified knowledge into three
َ أعر
ِ
categories: rational knowledge, ideational knowledge, and intuitive knowledge.
Abol-HosseinNouriviews the cognition of God as visual, doubt-proof, intuitive and heart-based
knowledge. Once, someone asked him:
How it is that wisdom cannot see God but He is just perceived through wisdom? He replied: “how a timelimited being can see a timeless being and how the one who created how can be expressed and described
by how? Moreover, how can the one without beginning and end be seen and understood? He added that
His (God’s) beginning as the same as His end and His hidden is the same as His apparent. Sometimes, He
calls you and sometimes, He repels you so that the pleasure of meeting can be renewed, and your serving
face can be refreshed. The person who knows Him through his creatures loses visual (meeting)
cognition. The creatures came into being upon His commands. Meeting enjoys such domain and respect
in which there is no weakness. (Seraj. 2002, 91)
In mystical epistemology, the heart is the place of knowledge and cognition which is preferred to
thesense-based andintellectual knowledge. Ibn- al- Arabiregards the heart as the place of knowledge not
the place of feelings and emotions. He calls this word – heart- used 131 times in the Holy Quran, as
Mecca, the holiest place in the word for Muslims. He expressed that the heart is the God’s throne in the
Microcosm ( World the Minor) because we read in a hadith that :’The Heaven and Earth could not
contain me, but my faithful servant’ heart contained me.’ Fotouhat(The Conquests), Ibn-al-Arabi:
certainly, there is a point in theconstant changes of the world, and this is a noticed by those who
havesound hearts. Because the heart changes through states, so heart is called qalb in Arabic (qalb
literally means change, revolution).
Heart is the center for the understandings and perceptions beyond the mind and wisdom.
Regarding the heart, Kharazmiasserts:
Know that heart is sometimes applied to the Rational Soul since it can perceive the holistic and partial
meanings. This standing of heart is referred to as Aql-I Mustafad(Purporting wisdom) by the philosophers
or theologians. The reason that why heart is called qalb ( literally meaning change, mutation, alternation)
in Arabic is that it is an alternation between the pure wisdom (Reason) and the Inner World, and because
there is an aspect for heart in each world of the five worlds. It alternates among these five aspects. And
this heart is a unity appearing among the Divine Names. Heart can manifest each name with justice. It is a
medium between the apparent world and the inner world. The physical and mental faculties result from
the heart. It benefits all the faculties” (Kharazmi, 1998, 590)
Regarding the inner intuition and discovery by heart, Motahariasserts: Although human is unified
creature, hehas hundreds or thousandsof dimensions. The human refers to a collection of thoughts,
desires, fears, hopes, loves, and all are like rivers and creeks meeting in one point. Also, this center is
likea deep seaof whosedepth noknowledgeable person can make a claim.Couldn’t claim to know the
depth. The philosophers, mystics and psychologieseach study this fathomless sea in their turns, and each
one can get knowledge of someof its mysteries to some extent, but mystics have been more successful
than others. What the Holy Quran is calls heartrefers to the reality of the very. Whatever we call Rouh-e
Zaher (the Apparent Soul) are allrivers and creeks joining this sea. Even theReason is one of the
branches (creeks) joiningthis sea (Motahari, 2011; 60).
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4. Cognition in the Holy Quran
The intuitive and heart-based cognition is emphasized in various verses of the Holy Quran such as: "و َمن
َ
َّ اَّللِ َی ْه ِد قَ ْل َبهُ َو
َّ ( یؤْ ِمن ِبTaghabun, 11)[Everyone who has faith in God, He will guide his heart,
".ع ِلی ٌم
َ ٍاَّللُ ِب ُك ِل شَیء
and God knows everything]. Here, the guidance of heart refers to the infelt knowledge and sagacity, and
this is not the empirical and rational knowledge, butthe mystic and intuitive cognition.
The Islamic mystics believe that the intuitivecognition is necessary because the Holy Quran express that:
)22،وم َحدید"؛ (ق
ِ  اِلی ربِها،ٌناضرة
َ صر
َ ک ِغطا َء
َ عن
َ ناظرةٌ"؛ "فَکَشفنا
ِ “ ُوجوهٌ یَومئِ ٍذ. [Faces turning to the Lord that
َ َک فَب
َ َک الی
ُ َ ( َربِا َ ِرنیاAraf, 143) [My
day.We removed the covers from your eyes, now your eyesight ispowerful]"یک
َ نظ ُرا َل
God, show Thyself to me]. They think that they can see God (not by real world eye but by heart) in
thisworld and hereafter. Also, they refer tocertain hadiths of prophet and Imams, and regard seeing God
as the important principle and concept in their school of thought. For example, they refer to Imam Ali’s
words as: أرهُ" ؟
َ َیف اَ ْعبُدُ ربا ً لَم
َ ("کHow can I worship the Lord that I cannot see?)
To show the importance of heart understandings in Quran, Motahari stated that: wherever the Holy Quran
speaks of revelation, the mind is not mentioned, but all that is said is related to theProphet’s heart. It
means that Quran is not the result of mind and reasoning of the Prophet, but the prophet’s heart attained a
statecapable of receiving transcendental truths. This state of heart is beyond our imagination.(Motahari,
2011; 61).
In the Glorious Quran, the accurate understanding belongs to heart as:"أفلم یسیروا فیاالرض لهم قلوب یعقلون بها
(Haj, 46). [Do they not walk in the Earth having hearts by which they can understand?]. It is inferred that
truth can be achieved through sound hearts, such cognition orients human toward the kingdom of
Heavens and makes his heart a place for the manifestation of the Light of God.
One of the important concepts inthe Qur’anic knowledge is the discussion on discovery and intuition.
Discovery and intuition are the manifestations of Divine Names.It meansthat heart canmeet God. In
Quran, a kind of Reason is mentioned which is unified with intuition. It is referred to as Al-lub()اللب.
According to KhajehAbdullahAnsari andEz-ul-din Kashani, intuitionis a state of knowledge, and amystic
can see some of God’s manifestations after passing through difficulties, andthe seeker reaches the stage
of trance. To confirm this concept, some Quranic verses are referred to such as” فَلَما تَ َجلی َربُّه ِللجبِل" و"دَنی
ین أوأدَنی
َ[فَتَدلَّی فَکانWhen his Lord manifested Himself to the mountain] and [approached and was
َ
َ قاب قو
ِ س
near as much as the frame of two arches or nearer]..
In this regard, Ruzbahani says “When the Truth (God) wills to manifest Himself, He will make the eyes
of the beholders seeing by His Light. Thus, the servant sees God through God. Thus if intuition means
presence, it will be the standing of certainty, but if it means observation it will be the standing of
clearness”. (Boghli, 2011, 142)
To clarify the topic of divine observation, Khajeh Abdullah Ansari refers to the Qur’anic verse "ا َِّنََ فی ذ ِلک
"ُسم َع و هُو الشَهید
َ ِکری ِل َمن کانَ لَهُ قلبٌ او أَلقی ال
ِ لَذ, [There is a point for everyonewho hasa heartand is aware, and
he is the witness]. He believes that the word Shahidhere is an Arabic nominative noun meaning witness,
observer. Wrote:
'Observation is the fall of covers, and it is superior to intuition, because it is the realm of Divine
attributes, there is traces of ambiguity and(human) color, but observation is the realm of the Exact
existence’.
To prove the standing of observation, Najm-ul-Din Daya refersto theQur’anic verse ب
َ َ"ما َکذ
ً
ُ
َ
َ
َ
َ
ُ
)31 ،الفؤاد ما َرأی افتمارونه عَلی ما یَری و لقد َرآهُ نزلة اخری"(نجم
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[He did not told lies on what the heart saw, do you cry lies to what he saw? Of course, he saw it another
time]. He regards the condition for the reception of Divine Light as the removal of the impurity of the
Nature and the dark attributes of heart by remember in God. (Najm-ul-Din Daya, 2008, 298]

5. Conclusion
Inspired by the Qur’anic verses, Muslim mystics consider heart as the place for the manifestation of love
and the cognition of God. It is the means by which human becomes able to get knowledge of the real
existence of objects, and mirror the Divine knowledge. In mysticism, knowledge is achieved through
discovery and illumination. This is superior to theknowledge based on thinking andreasoning. Because
some matters such as unseen facts are beyond the sense and mind, and they cannot be discovered by the
material Reason. Mind faces limitations, while mystic is the product of heart, and many realities are
revealed through direct understanding and intuition.
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